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Problems and Questions 

 

Society craves the latest gadget and increasingly relies on electricity, yet does not know how the gadgets 

or electrical appliances work. The workings of the gadgets and of electricity is kept secret, the 

knowledge restricted to qualified people. Play with electricity is discouraged and considered dangerous. 

Hacking is criminalized. Art is autonomous. Electricity is so powerful, we rely on it, learning to play with 

it gives the maker great freedom. A new mindset, the “Hacker Artist” is needed. The tools available for 

playing with electricity have been commoditized and are too complex to understand.  They are too 

specialized for the Hacker Artist. The Art Education system is set up for producing new artists, but 

because of its structure, it is having some difficulties. Can a Hacker Artist mindset fit into the pedagogy 

of art education?  

The previous century has witnessed an explosion of innovations that has led us into the information age 

but since Marcel Duchamp, art has been obsessed with the found object and conceptualism1. By hacking 

at the most basic level, what new possibilities will be opened up? Will artists become more aware of 

electricity? Will this awareness bring forth more sustainable energy and new possibilities for electronics 

and art? 

 

Society and Electricity 

We depend on electricity to function as a society. Our cell phones, computers, digital stock market 

trading, electronics in cars, microwave ovens, washers, dryers, lights, air conditioning, heating and even 

our bodies all use electricity in some way or another. Electricity is involved in just about every aspect of 

our lives. Currently however, most things that utilize electricity are created by large corporations, for 

consumer desires. We are taught as a society to ignore the insides of the electrical machines we use 

every day2. This ignorance to the inner workings of these machines allows the corporations that make 

them easily exploit the users of them and continue to sell the same goods that people buy.  

                                                           
1 Steven Frank Madoff, Art School (Propositions for the 21st Century) (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009), 1-10. 
2Vilem Flusser. Into the Universe of Technical Images. (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press) 2012, 32-
39. 
  



 
 

The goods sold by corporations are not enough however and corporations shouldn’t be the only ones 

able to create things with electricity. Electricity is used so much that it should be a basic tool for those 

who create things, not used solely for consumer desires. Artists and many other people think differently 

than corporations and they may not share the same interests. If artists were introduced to electricity as 

an artistic medium, and gained a basic understanding of how to play with things that use electricity, they 

could harness its amazing potential for artistic purposes. 

 

Hacking 

 

Hacking has been criminalized in the mindset of society. When people think of hackers, they think of 

computer nerds linked to organized crime, doing illegal things. The definition of hacking should be 

expanded. Hacking is making new abstractions. Hacking is not a bad thing, in fact it is good. Everyone 

hacks, but not everyone is a hacker. Hacking has to do with scarcity. Economy relies on ideas of scarcity, 

while there is a scarcity or a limit to the amount of land and even to the amount of resources there are 

in the world, there is no scarcity of ideas. The ruling class would like to create the illusion of scarcity of 

ideas when in reality, it is just an illusion. Hacking makes the scarcity of ideas possible through 

abstractions such as copyright to create a scarcity of ideas and to create property. The restriction of 

ideas is however not in the interests of hackers and it is not hackers who bring copyright into being. It is 

the ruling class, the “Vectoralist” as McKenzie Wark would call them in his “Hacker Manifesto” that are 

responsible for copyright. Hackers take ideas that have become redundant and make something new 

out of them3. Hacking can be applied anywhere. Institutions can hack themselves, so can people. 

Hackers make abstractions and these abstractions can be material or immaterial. Hackers may work 

within a system, or institution or apparatus to change the system. Hacking is taking things that already 

exist and using them to create something new. This is how everything is made and it is impossible to 

create anything otherwise4. 

 

 

                                                           
3 McKenzie Wark. A Hacker Manifesto (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press) 2004, 1-280. 
4 Flusser. Into the Universe of Technical Images. 95-104. 



 
 

Art 

 

Art is considered to be autonomous, apart from everything else, not useful. On a high pedestal, out of 

reach to the average person, aristocratic, art is just art- not to be taken seriously. Art became 

autonomous to gain freedom from government and religious institutions in the renaissance and baroque 

periods in Europe and while this has propelled art forward tremendously, the autonomy of art is now 

getting in the way. Around two hundred years ago, Immanuel Kant laid out two concepts important to 

autonomous art. One is the “disinterested spectator” or new audience, and the other is “purposeless 

purpose” as a way to keep art from falling into the world where everything must have a purpose5.  

Authorship, Objecthood and Spectatorship together form a holy trinity of the art world. Authorship is 

very important in the art world and in western society. The notion of authorship began to rise with 

possessive individualism in seventeenth century Europe6. It is the notion that the individuals who 

conceive of their ideas owe nothing to society for them as they are the sole proprietors of their ideas. 

Authorship implies that the artist locks him or herself away in isolation and emerges with new ideas. The 

artist however, is not an almighty genius. While there may be artists with genius level IQs, no artist is 

the sole author of their work. Society, their environment and the apparatus they work within all have a 

big impact on an artist’s work. One only has to look at isolated artists living in the middle of nowhere 

and compare them to artists living in thriving art scenes with a large, active, art community to see that 

this is true. Authorship lays claim to ideas that would otherwise be swirling about society, ideas available 

for all to use, modify and redistribute. Authorship steals these ideas out of the public sphere and puts 

them onto the author for regulation. Authorship can be seen in art today with branding, and is 

increasingly turning artwork into a commodity.  

Objecthood is important to the art world. The art world is well suited to artists making objects and 

although some artists in the past tried to attack objecthood with immaterial performance art, 

objecthood still persisted through the documentation7. It could be argued that today, “eventhood” 

could be breaking free from objecthood. Spectatorship is the third element in the art world holy trinity. 

The spectator is important to the art world as the audience who views an art piece, produced by the 

genius, author, artist. The spectator is disinterested and the engagement with the artwork is limited. 

                                                           
5 Wright. Toward A Lexicon of Usership. 1-68. 
6 Wright. Toward a Lexicon of Usership. 10-11. 
7 Wright. Toward a Lexicon of Usership. 25-44. 



 
 

The artwork gives the disinterested spectator pleasure without interest. Art is viewed differently in an 

art setting than if it were placed out of that setting. If you were to place a contemporary sculpture on a 

sidewalk, it would be interpreted differently that if it were in a gallery.  

 

Hacker Artist 

 

The Hacker Artist is mindset that blends notions of hacking and art. Since the Artist is not the sole 

author of their work, and it comes from things that already exist artists are hacking when they make 

work. Artists, like hackers, create new things from things that already exist.  Artists, like hackers, make 

new abstractions. Both artists and hackers break the rules and play as part of the process of creating 

new things. By ignoring expert culture the Hacker Artist is free to be interdisciplinary and play without 

restrictions. Seeking help from others whenever necessary, the Hacker Artist should always be learning 

and dedicated to open sharing of knowledge. While it is impossible to know everything, the hacker artist 

can learn what they need as they go from the internet, from peers and from people knowledgeable in 

the fields the hacker artist is working in. 

The Hacker Artist hacks to create art, ignoring the art world notions of autonomy, authorship, and 

breaking free from spectatorship and possibly even objecthood. The Hacker Artist makes new 

abstractions with total freedom. The art that a hacker artist makes may be interactive to the viewer 

even causing them to play with the artwork as seen with the electronically operated, audio-kinetic 

sculptures of Juan Downey8. Created in the late 1960’s, Downey’s sculptures cause people to play with 

them by being having lights, sounds and other outcomes that are controlled by variables such as 

shadows, radiation from cosmic rays, or sounds. By ignoring autonomy, the Hacker Artist is free to use 

any material at all. The electricity that society relies on is now fair game to use and play with.  The final 

result may be functional and serve a purpose. 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Malina. Kinetic Art: Theory and Practice. 122-124. 



 
 

Electricity 

 

We rely on electricity for so much. Electricity makes automated motion easy, opens the door for sounds, 

changes in temperature and bodily changes (the body is electrical). Electricity makes it possible for the 

Hacker Artist to directly affect the senses of the viewer. It is through electricity that artists like Charles 

Mattox are able to create environments that use sensors to respond to people in the environment.9 It 

has allowed David Rosenboom to create artwork reactive to the brainwaves using eeg to monitor the 

brains electrical activity10 and large, international collaborations such as “Centerbeam” to happen in 

197711. Centerbeam was a massive collaboration between fellows of the MIT center of advanced visual 

studies. The Project debuted in Kassel Germany from June 24th- October 2nd 1977 before moving to 

Washington D.C.. The giant collaboration featured long lines of luminous argon tubes, high powered 

lasers, two hundred foot inflatable flowers that went into the sky, fog machines and solar machines to 

name a few of the elements. While Centerbeam was no small endeavor, hacking with basic electricity 

can be an inexpensive, non-traditional art material- two trends in the materials artists are pursuing12.  

Even with the digitization of the gadgets we rely on, they all need electricity to function. By learning to 

play with electricity in its most basic form, hacker artists are free to play with anything that uses 

electricity. Most electrical gadgets that society craves have gone totally digital in a fanatic, craze for the 

latest and most advanced technology. One only must look to the 80s and 90s for early examples of 

digitization. Libraries are digitizing today. Music and mail have gone almost totally digital. Analog 

electronics and large machines, are being considered obsolete and discarded by almost everyone in 

favor of the new, sleek, digital versions. This makes the workings of new gadgets increasingly difficult to 

understand but makes lots of “obsolete” electronics affordable and available to the hacker artist, who 

can play with them. These electronics are not so obsolete to the artist looking to exploit electricity as an 

artistic medium, As David Berman puts it in the foreword to Nicholas Collin’s Handmade Electronic 

Music puts it,  

                                                           
9 Frank J. Malina. Kinetic Art: Theory and Practice. Toronto: General Publishing Company, 1974, 90-98. 
10 Malina. Kinetic Art: Theory and Practice. 152-156. 
11 Otto Piene and Elizabeth Goldring. Centerbeam. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1980, 5-126. 
12 The International Art Materials Trade Association. “Artists and Art Materials USA 2009” Accessed 
 February 21, 2015. http://www.namta.org/files/public/Mrkt_Stdy_ExecSum.pdf.’ 



 
 

“Now that we’re stuck in the twenty-first century whether we want to be or not, we have 

amazing new high tech devices to work with, but we have to accept our ambivalent relationship 

with these products of our corporate world….. The reassuring smell of heated solder remains. 

The vise-grip is still with us. So is the alligator clip. The good old soldering iron, the resistor, the 

capacitor, the voltmeter, the color coded wires- these remain. The fingers that Nic tells us how 

to use to coax the hidden treasures out of unknown circuit boards- they’re still with us. The 

finger isn’t obsolete. The ear isn’t obsolete.” 

To discourage play with electricity, companies include warranties that are voided if most 

appliances/gadgets are opened or tampered with. The threat of electrocution and fire is ever present in 

the mindset of the general public ignorant to the workings of electricity when playing with electricity 

happens. The workings of society require drudgery in the form of jobs. These take up lots of time for 

most members of society. This leaves little time for play with electricity and encourages the ignorant use 

of electricity for resting and preparing for the next work day with occupations such as watching tv, 

cooking food, or browsing the internet13. When something goes wrong, there is no time to investigate it 

and learn about the electricity (time is taken up by jobs and rest). Problems and play are left to qualified 

experts14. Knowledge should be shared freely and open source. Not restricted to experts and used for 

profit and control. 

 

The Tools for playing with electricity are not sufficient. The art education is not right. 

 

Many of the existing tools for artists and hackers to play with electricity have been commoditized by 

companies in a way that puts them out of reach to artists and sometimes limits their potential. The tools 

these companies sell are marketed to the open source and “Maker” movements. These tools are  for the 

low budget, hacker artist, and usually digital. This makes them difficult to understand how these tools 

work and how to replicate them, furthering electrical ignorance. Some examples of companies that 

commoditize tools for playing with electricity include, Adafruit, Sparkfun, and Little bits. These 

corporations are not necessarily bad in that the core of their philosophy is open source, electronics 

experimentation. The full time staff of knowledgeable employees is a great tool for the development of 

                                                           
13 Flusser. Into the Universe of Technical Images. 141-145.  
14 Stephen Wright. Toward A Lexicon of Usership (Eindhoven, NL: Van Abbemuseum) 2013, 26-27. 



 
 

new designs with electronics and their centralized network makes the building of a community of 

consumers easy. They are still however corporations and they still need to make money. This forces 

them to make their designs into commodities and stick to the new technologies that are not widely 

considered to be “obsolete” to make them desirable. Some examples of organizations in the open 

source and maker movements that are not for profit include instructables, youtube, and makezine.  

These parts of the open source movement are more DIY oriented and are networks open to anyone 

inputting information and designs. Because the parts people may have on hand differ, the designs are 

very broad and people can communicate with what works well and what does not. The designs can be 

modified and altered freely and there is no need to stick to new, cutting edge technology to keep 

designs marketable because there is no need to market. These movements are however very 

decentralized and can be unorganized. They are mostly over the internet and face to face interaction is 

limited because the users are so spread out. If many art schools encouraged artistic, electronic 

experimentation, there would be more DIY electronics enthusiasts and possibly more users of these 

networks. With more network users, there would be the possibility for personal interaction to occur 

Art education with programs that involve electricity often teach using the existing, commoditized tools 

and often only use computer programs that are not affordable by all artists when they leave school. 

These programs often still use the old art school curriculum that has not fully changed to accommodate 

the different materials being used and is not flexible to change with the world or the needs of the 

students. Students entering art schools today have more tools that generate instant information, 

capture images, give access to goods, and communicate than in the past and these tools are rapidly 

evolving. While these tools are very powerful and have been adopted by the rest of the world to give 

rise to the information age, art schools have had some difficulty adopting these tools for artistic 

purposes. Many art school curriculums are bureaucratically locked from changing. New, young faculty 

members that wish to bring changes that will help the school are discouraged by the bureaucracy in 

place while the administration just perpetuates the current system15. 

The art education system of today is in need of some reforms. (BFAMFAPHD) Many arts graduates do 

not end up getting jobs in art related fields in fact on average, only ten percent of arts graduates 

become professional artists. Many working artists today did not get a degree in arts at all so the arts 

degree may not be seen as necessary to becoming an artist and some of the most expensive degrees in 

                                                           
15 Madoff, Art School (Propositions for the 21st Century). 1-10. 



 
 

the United States are arts degrees. While Artists are generally more educated than the workforce as a 

whole, artists typically earn an average of six thousand dollars less than workers with similar levels of 

education16. The artist should learn to hack into the world freely and courses that teach artists to safely 

hack analog electrical devices would help artists when they leave school by giving them a low cost 

media, marketable skills, and interdisciplinary thinking.  The creation of simple circuits could be thought 

of as a basic skill similar to drawing, drawing with electricity. (Artists and Art Materials) Learning to 

question the functionality of electrical objects and to creatively play with them with a new mindset 

would be a great tool for artists. Basic electronics and electricity, like drawing, can be mixed with any 

other materials to create real, visceral effects (Give examples from Kinetic Art Theory and Practice). This, 

combined with their low cost, makes basic electricity an excellent program to add to any art school. 

 

A Hacker Artist College Education 

 

Hacker Artists degrees can be built into existing arts programs however the price of these programs 

needs to be much less to avoid students becoming slaves to their loans17. This reduction in price can be 

achieved with changes to how the school operates. 

In order to make a real change on the art world, hacker artists should hack the network of institutions 

that make up the art world. Universities and centers of art education are a large part of the art world as 

they do, in theory, produce more artists (when the artists are not put under crippling debt from loans)18 

As Steven Henry Madoff states, “art schools should be the conscious of the art world, becoming far 

more involved in it, which is fundamentally different from what has taken place in the past, where art 

schools dismissed the art world under the guise of purity.” Art schools can and should be a dominant 

force in the art world but in order for this to happen, more students should be properly trained and put 

into a situation upon graduation that they can continue to be practicing artists. Students should learn 

                                                           
16 National Endowment of the Arts. “Artists in the Workforce” Last modified 2005. 

http://arts.gov/sites/default/files/ArtistsInWorkforce.pdf 
17 Wark. A Hacker Manifesto. 48-70. 
18 Strategic National Arts Alumni Project. “Snaapshot 2013: Debt & Earnings” Last Modified 2013. 
 http://snaap.indiana.edu/snaapshot/#debt 



 
 

about the facets of the art world so that upon leaving academia, they do not fall to the pressures of the 

conservative art market.  

The Hacker artist curriculum should remain very flexible to keep up with the rapidly changing world. 

Since the hacker artist could use any material, the methods for creating art will differ greatly. Teachers 

will need to become students to others and students may need to do lots of interdisciplinary research to 

hack and use electricity as an art material19. The curriculum could start out with courses that give 

students a basic foundation, courses could be developed along the way to meet the needs of small 

groups of students. The structure of the school may not be accommodating to existing structures of 

tenure and hierarchies of pay with adjuncts and technicians being at the bottom20. Faculty would be 

dedicated to teaching and student learning while maintaining their own practice. The Faculty may be 

temporary as seen in seasonal craft schools such as Pilchuck glass school or Penland.  

Facilities can be built by the students under the guidance of faculty and energy can be sourced by the 

students. Not only does this save the school lots of money, it also teaches the students how to build and 

maintain facilities. When the construction of facilities is not possible (computers) students can use open 

source software and find grants to fund computers and learn how to get hardware donations21. Facilities 

can be donation based22 and use renewable energy to power equipment. This keeps operating costs low 

and saves the environment. Staff positions can be limited and administration will be divided amongst 

teachers, eliminating the need for costly executive jobs in universities. Education would be based 

around a mindset. The Hacker Artist mindset would be introduced. Students would be taught to safely 

play with electricity and learn how to use it as a raw material. Students would be taught about the art 

world, and how it works but should not be forced into becoming part of it and should be taught about 

alternative ways of being an artist outside of the mainstream fine art world. The internet would be used 

as a learning tool. Students would learn to find the answers to their questions on their own. 

An example of a Hacker Artist education of sorts was the experiment that eventually became Pilchuck 

Glass School. In the spring of 1971 Dale Chihuly, who had been the glass chair teaching at RISD took a 

few students at RISD and started the Pilchuck glass school in Stanwood, Washington. Tuition was free 

                                                           
19 Diane B. Chichura, Diane B. and Thelma K. Stevens. Super Sculpture. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company. 1974, 39-41. 
20 Madoff, Art School (Propositions for the 21st Century). 6-13. 
21 Kathy High, Sherry Miller Hocking, and Mona Jimenez. The Emergence of Video Processing Tools. Chicago, IL: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2014, 65-104 
22 Tina Olknow. Pilchuck: A Glass School. Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 1996. 55-63. 



 
 

and the students provided their own food and shelter.  Chihuly was able to fund the school with a $2000 

grant he got. This paid for the glass furnace materials and for some of the scavenging that occurred 

later. When Students arrived at the location of the school, they were surprised to see that there was 

nothing at the school. The hot glass furnaces and even shelter were built by the students who learned 

how to build a studio, source materials, and even a bit about designing shelters.  

Toots Zynsky, a student in the first summer recalls, “there were no real students the first summer. There 

were no teacher-student relationships. It was a total, learning, sharing, experience…… People just giving 

information to each other and doing things together.” This “no student” approach may seem strange 

when compared to the traditional university system but really it is a no hierarchy system. Rather than 

the teacher doling out information to the students, the students learned as they lived and made their 

own curriculum by exploring ideas on their own with the teacher simply there to guide and facilitate. In 

1972, the first Pilchuck catalog stated: “We feel we successfully offered an alternative to the traditional 

schools of art and craft education. By encouraging people to design their own program and direction, 

new demands were made on their own initiative and imagination.” 

Materials for the facilities and shelters of early Pilchuck glass school came from a variety of sources 

including state and educational surplus, the local dump, local auctions (large boxes of tools and supplies 

bought for pocket change), donations from a glass shop, thrift stores, a hardware store and whatever 

else students could find traveling. Many shelters were made from windows taken from buildings that 

were set to be demolished in Tacoma and Seattle, and from military surplus tents. Every day was like a 

scavenger hunt with students volunteering to take on tasks that needed to get done to keep everything 

running. 

Some might argue that a Hacker Artist college on a budget, without administrators, would be impossible 

to get accredited and those people may be correct. When searching for jobs after school, how much of 

an impact does an accredited degree hold? Is it the degree, or the prestige of the school that the 

student came from that gets them the job after graduation? A hacker artist institution is focused only on 

creating new artists. There would be no board of trustees to impress with big, fancy, new buildings or 

expensive, premium facilities. With no expensive administrators or bureaucracy, the cost of the 

education will be low enough where students will not have to get jobs as soon as they graduate. Ideally, 

the graduates of a hacker artist education will be employed in the field they wish to work in or they 

could be their own boss. Obviously, if a graduate were to be self-employed, accreditation would not 

matter too much and according to Snaapshot 2013, seventy five percent of the arts alumni surveyed had 



 
 

been self-employed at some point in their career. Seventeen percent of arts alumni surveyed said that 

student loan debt had a major impact on career and education choices23.  

Accredidation issues adversely affecting enrollment, could be solved in several different ways. If the 

hacker artist school partners up with, or is nearby an accredited art school, the Hacker artist school 

would be able to attract students from the art school. Other schools that are not nearby an art school or 

major population center may rely on their reputation. Pilchuck glass school has kept an amazing 

reputation among the small glass community. The reputation of the hacker artist school among those in 

the creative field and among artists is very important as not only will it affect student enrollment, but it 

will also affect the ease that graduates have in finding jobs. 

 

It is up to Hacker Artists to make this happen. 

 

The Hacker Artist is capable of making the changes that need to happen. The art world can hack itself as 

it has done it before (gaining autonomy in the renaissance). There are already tools that exist to teach 

artists about electricity, implementing them into spaces of art learning remains to be done. The maker 

movement and electronic tinkerers have formed an online community with many projects that teach 

about electricity. It is up to hacker artists to build upon these ideas with an artist’s mindset. By learning 

how the art world works, hacker artists can hack it producing new abstractions of the art world, creating 

changes. Hacker artists can become professors or start their own schools. The hacker artists share their 

knowledge freely and spread the hacking mindset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
23 Strategic National Arts Alumni Project. “Snaapshot 2013: Dashboard” Last Modified 2013. 
 http://snaap.indiana.edu/snaapshot/#dashboard 
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